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Effectively implementing intelligent
automation at scale is crucial for success
in the enterprise, however, this remains
a challenge with large organizations
because of a lack of resources to streamline
business process discovery, gather accurate
data, and then easily kick off automated
workflows.

Combining the strength of FortressIQ and
Microsoft Power Automate, organizations
can quickly obtain details on their current
state operations, easily pinpoint the most
optimal areas for automation, and execute
RPA and automation initiatives on the fly –
with no coding required.

Digital Process Discovery and Documentation
FortressIQ delivers the first cognitive process intelligence solution
to combine computer vision, natural language processing, and
artificial intelligence to automatically discover, map, model, and
document all the digital processes and sub-tasks executed across
all solutions and apps by an organization’s workforce.
Using AI-driven technology, the discovery method generates
process documentation automatically, allowing customers to map
processes in record time, transparently providing the most holistic
view of their current state digital operations.

Automation for All
Power Automate democratizes intelligent automation
by empowering everyone—from business users on the
frontline to experts at the forefront of technology—
to seamlessly build secure, automated solutions that
brings together robotic process automation (RPA) and
digital process automation (DPA) into a single cloudbased solution.
As a true cloud-based SaaS offering, Power Automate
empowers everyone to automate processes with the
efficiency of a low-code solution. Organizations can
now automate highly repetitive, manual tasks and
reduce the risk of error while allowing the workforce to
focus on what matters most.

Digital Transformation at Scale
For automation projects to succeed, companies need a
complete and accurate understanding of the processes
they want to automate before implementing RPA
software. Typically, one-third of the time allocated for
automation is spent on documenting processes and
reviewing them for automation potential, creating
an upfront bottleneck in the timeline. The sooner
enterprises can get bots up and running, the sooner
they can start realizing ROI from their automation
initiatives.
Together, FortressIQ and Power Automate provide
customers the following benefits:

• Accelerated productivity – discover processes
without business interruption to the workforce,
allowing workers to focus on more strategic work

• Automation at scale – efficiently scale RPA bots and
automation workflows across the organization
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• Accuracy and security – easily implement intelligent
workflows across apps without worry
• Efficient, intelligent automation – automated
business process discovery, documentation and
workflows with the power of AI

Companies using FortressIQ and Power Automate can
save significant time and money across the lifespan
of their automation projects, and can start surfacing
insights in weeks.

